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A website that provides simple, quick and delicious 
Japanese home cooking recipes for young couples 
and families. 

wacipes.com



A summary of prior crits

Business case and  
cultural context

In recent years,  
Japanese food has become more and more popular in England. 
Japanese food and seasonings are easy to find in British supermarkets.  
The demand for Japanese food has increased.

Commodity
My target audience is young families or couples who  
cook at home and have busy lives.  
They love Japanese food but don't know much about it.



Firmness

Since it is a recipe site, there will be many pages, and it should be 
updated continuously. I plan to build a dynamic website and its 
database by myself using PHP and MySQL. And I want to add  
some functions, such as searching, email form, share button, etc. 

Delight

The site will have a lot of images, so the rest of the site will be  
kept clean and simple.  
Because my users are busy in life, I will strengthen the navigation  
and reduce unnecessary information, so that they can quickly find  
the recipes they want.



Static prototype pages

https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/

https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/


Rather than requiring users to scroll through much 
information, I focus more on good navigation to direct 
different users to the pages they need. 

➜ Keep clean with only a few blocks on front-page 

➜ Social media icon & search bar at the top area 

➜ Navigation bar has only a few categories 

➜ A slider to display the most popular recipes  -  
image, recipe's name & keywords are links for directing

Frontpage https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/index.html

https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/index.html


To click "Recipes" on the navbar, users will come to 
the category index page of recipes. 

It is also a page used to facilitate navigation.  

Compared to icons or images, I think text expresses 
each item more intuitively.

Recipes (index) https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/index.html

https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/index.html


To click “Dashi" or any category item, users will 
come to the category item page. 

Dashi is a Japanese seasoning, so there will be a 
brief description.  
 
After that, there is a small image of each recipe with 
its name, to link to their own recipe page.

Category item page https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/categories/dashi.html

https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/categories/dashi.html
https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/categories/dashi.html


Another big category on Navbar is the Starter Kit. Mainly 
used for directing newcomers and those who are new to 
cooking Japanese food. 

There is a lot of text on this page. I divided the content 
into different subheadings and then hid the content. 
Users need to click to open it. 

Although users have to click to see the content, I still 
prefer to provide the whole picture to users. Let them 
know the general content and then able to choose what 
to read. They can also find relevant recipes quickly.

Starter Kit https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/starter-kit/index.html

https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/categories/dashi.html


Still same as the last mock-up 

As I want to start shooting the cooking processes 
and finished products first, and then modifying the 
page design after being able to apply my own 
materials.

Recipe page https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/chicken-teriyaki.html

https://kital.uk/wacipes-01/recipes/chicken-teriyaki.html


RDW & side bar

When browsing on the desktop, a 
sidebar will appear on the right.  
I could put in a few more links or 
images for navigation, and also 
Google ads.



Schedule of works



Building Content 
(3-5 recipes) 2 May - 30 May

Recipes testing,  
photo & video shooting,  
photo & video editing

Building Site 31 May - 30 June
Transform prototype to PHP pages, 
Create database, 
Add functions

Building Content 
(The rest of recipes) 6 June - 29 June

Recipes testing,  
photo & video shooting,  
photo & video editing, 
Update to database

Testing site 6 June & 1 July First time: after building site 
Second time: after adding functions

Implementation July & August Site Implementation, 
Promotion (YouTube & Instagram)

Review & Maintenance 11 July, 25 July, 12 Sep Site review & maintenance  
during the implementation and after analysis

Analysis 5 Sep - 9 Sep Analyse the performance



Thank you!


